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When The New York Times declared 2012 as the 
“Year of the MOOC,” did your institution climb aboard 
or step away? (Kolowich 2012, Rivard 2013, Straumsheim 2015)
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When Trinity College partnered with edX in 2014, 
both Dan and I went along for the ride to explore, 
but remain skeptical of the hype.
Consider this my travel journal. . . 
Context: Data Visualization for All courses and products
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Recommendation 1: Create knowledge in free online 
books to accompany password-protected MOOCs. 
“Through these non-credit bearing courses, involved 
faculty have engaged with over 25,000 students from 
over one hundred countries.”
-- Trinity President to faculty meeting, April 2017
Who Enrolls in edX?
Interactive map: https://jackdougherty.github.io/lmwgs-dataviz-2017-spring
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Recommendation 2: Don’t rely on your own public relations to understand reality.
Student participation sharply declined in 
DataViz for All edX course, Spring 2017
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Q: Is dropout rate similar to other MOOCs at Trinity and elsewhere?
A: We don’t yet know, because almost no one releases detailed info
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Recommendation 3: Openly publish MOOC retention data, just as 
accreditors and government require traditional college data.
Trinity IPEDS 2009-15
MOOCs pressure small liberal arts colleges to compete with 
large research universities, but we cannot win at their game.
EdX Schools and Partners web page
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Recommendation 4: 
Focus on what we do best. 
Engage face-to-face with 
our students as co-authors 
and co-instructors for 
open-access books and 
online courses.
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Teach students to become digital creators, not just consumers.
